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XO BOATS INTRODUCES TWO NEW MODELS - XO Cruiser
XO will introduce two new models in Boot, Düsseldorf 2017, XO Cruiser and XO DFNDR.
XO Cruiser is a great boat to have a fun summer day or a weekend out on the sea and it is equipped with all you
can imagine to ensure this. You can enjoy the sunny day on a large sun bed while jumping for a swim. As well
you can have your summer meal on a table of six people prepared on barbeque installed on an electrically
elevated wet bar. The two fridges of the boat ensure that you will not run out of cool drinks on your way.
This boat is ideal for a day or a weekend trip. There is a very spacious front cabin with a large double bed and a
toilet with shower. Webasto heating ensures comfortable accommodation for 4 people in the front cabin and
under a canopy in the cock pit.
"XO Cruiser is your own little island in your own archipelago where you can enjoy your summer day with the
important people of your life in addition to the superb driving experience", says XO Boats CEO Dan Colliander.
Like all XO Boats, XO Cruiser is designed for a fun driving experience. The roots of XO lie in the tough conditions
of the Finnish archipelago, which are also an integral part of XO Cruiser's DNA. The superior military grade
aluminium hull ensures the most enjoyable and solid ride cutting through the waves with its deep v-hull, slim
shape and long water line. The driver and the co-driver will be sitting in the middle of the boat on comfortable
fully suspended XO sport seats with all the necessary equipment to master the most enjoyable driving experience
such as double Simrad navigation system, automatic Zip Wake trim control and bow thruster to name some.
XO Cruiser will be ahead of its time by introducing the new Naviop iLoop digital boat control system that enables
you to digitally both monitor and control all the systems on the boat like observing the voltage of your batteries or
controlling lights.
XO Cruiser will be powered by up to 350 hp twin outboard engine setup and is recommended with a joystick
control for the most enjoyable overall driving experience. XO Cruiser is delivered with a full spec Premium
equipment selection with an extensive range of options. Everything on this boat has been carefully selected to
ensure a thrilling and enjoyable experience when exploring your very own archipelago wherever it is.
The world premiere of XO Cruiser will be in Boot Düsseldorf in January 2017 together with XO DFNDR.
Technical details:

Length: 9,6 m (without engine)

Beam: 2,77 m

Height above water line: 1,92 m

Draft: 0,9 m (with engines down)

Weight: 4 400 kg (without engines)

Fuel tank: 660 l

Deadrise at transom: 23˚

Max load: 8 people (B cat), 10 people (C cat)

Hp recommendation: 2 x 250-350 hp

CE Category: B
Highlights:

Driver and co-pilot seated in the middle of the boat

Accommodation for 4 people

Electrically elevated wet bar with barbeque

Sun bed

Rigid military grade aluminium alloy hull and GRP deck

Full spec Premium equipment
Download pictures here: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8b34145zurgagiu/AACOL_V6IaotRsywqB3jIqIOa?dl=0
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